It should be possible for potential investors as well as would-be entrepreneurs to evaluate startup ventures more systematically.
customer), they must be structurally attractive. This means there should be high enough entry barriers to keep out new competitors once you enter. Rivalry should not devolve into cutthroat price wars because of too many competitors or one firm that gives away the product for free. Neither buyer power nor supplier power should be strong enough to negotiate prices downward too easily. There should not be good substitutes for the basic product or service. These “five forces” were made famous by Harvard professor Michael Porter. Many startups also require “complementary” products (such as software applications for a new hardware platform) or infrastructure elements (such as Wi-Fi availability)—what Andy Grove of Intel called the “sixth” industry force. If needed, these additional factors must also be available for a startup to succeed.

Horizontally packaged Software as a Service (SaaS) offerings can be relatively easy to scale up, but they usually have high customer churn, high costs of customer acquisition, and small monthly payments from customers who can easily cancel. As a result, these businesses can take many years and lots of funding to become profitable. Even Salesforce.com, a SaaS pioneer, needed vast amounts of venture capital and many years of effort before it created a large installed base, and it still has difficulty earning a profit. Horizontal markets also attract a lot of competition because they are so large. A startup can spend all its money trying to be everything to every customer in such markets (see “Beware the Lure of the Horizontal,” Communications, July 2003). Professional service firms targeted at specialized vertical segments (for example, tailoring enterprise software products for financial services or the retail industry) are easier to establish and run at a profit, but they can be difficult to scale because revenues and headcount usually grow in a one-to-one ratio.

The wrong way to think about a market opportunity is to describe a huge industry (like U.S. healthcare or business intelligence software) and argue that the startup needs to get only, say, half of 1% in order to be viable. Size alone does not make a market attractive. Structural factors are more important. Then the entrepreneurs need to convince investors of their particular advantages over competitors, and how their firms will reach customers and capitalize on those advantages. High failure rates suggest the most likely percentage a startup will get of any market is zero!
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and are able to identify such customer needs that are unfulfilled or poorly met. At earlier times, Microsoft did this with PC programming languages, Netscape with a mass-market browser, and Apple with the Macintosh, iPod, and iPhone. Some entrepreneurs create companies around a product or service they themselves desperately want, as Steve Wozniak did with the first Apple computer and Steve Jobs did with the iPad. But attracting funding from professional investors usually requires more than emotion: They want quantitative and qualitative data demonstrating the superior benefits of the new product or service as well as what potential users are willing to pay to get it. This value to customers ultimately depends on what competing or substitute products and services are available and at what price.

Some startups enter a market with a product or service that is cheaper but less functional than what large, established firms offer. The new offering may seem to offer little value and the venture little potential, but this evaluation may be misleading. Clayton Christensen’s 1998 book, *The Innovator’s Dilemma*, discusses this specific type of opportunity and threat—when large firms focus too much on existing customers and fail to recognize the threat of new technologies, services, or business models that are initially inferior but improving quickly. Such examples have occurred with small disk drives, personal computers, digital photography, and Internet-based or SaaS applications versus traditional packaged software.

4. Strong Evidence of Customer Interest
Startups need to convince investors that actual customers are willing to buy the new product or service. Most entrepreneurs underestimate how difficult it will be to sell beyond “friends and family.” Some new companies boast they have lined up many beta users and marketing partners, but these are not as convincing as actual letters of intent to purchase.

A prototype or early product version helps land new customers by allowing them to visualize how the product will work. Product firms that try to get customers or funding without a prototype generally have trouble. Service startups do not have physical prototypes, but they can try to convince customers to begin with a limited engagement and then use a small success to indicate they can handle a bigger project.

5. Overcoming the “Credibility Gap”
The “credibility gap” is the fear among customers that the venture will fail, leaving the buyer without technical support or a future stream of product upgrades. Since more than 90% of ventures do fail, this fear is real. It is easy for customers to go with an established vendor, even with an inferior or more expensive product. This situation leads to a “Catch-22”: a startup must line up paying customers to serve as references for new customers, but new customers will usually not sign on unless the startup has sufficient money to last a significant time period. The credibility gap may be the most common cause of failure for startups. To tackle this dilemma, startups can do several things. They can offer large discounts to get those first reference customers, or partner with established firms for long-term support. They can line up investors, advisors, and board members to show the startup is a viable enterprise. Or the startup can package its product or service in such a way that the customer experiences immediate benefits and does not have to worry about the venture’s longevity.

6. Demonstrating Early Growth and Profit Potential
Many investors want to know how the startup will grow the business and generate enough cash to reach breakeven and maybe even profitability. These
milestones must happen in a time-frame consistent with the available funding. It is impossible to predict whether or when a new firm will actually make any money. But investors need to be extremely wary of business plans that call for many tens of millions of dollars and years of R&D and marketing before the venture is expected to generate any revenue. When too much time and money are required, too many bad things can happen: New competitors can enter and established firms can counterattack. Technologies can become outdated or government regulations can change. Moreover, a venture that has to keep raising new rounds of funding often leaves both the early investors and the entrepreneurs with little equity. Once the startup becomes financially desperate, later investors can impose draconian funding terms. Promising MIT startups such as E-Ink in electronic displays, and A123 Systems in batteries, turned problematic in this way, as did Akamai, which took a long time to build what is now a great business in digital content delivery.

7. Flexibility in Strategy and Technology

Investors look for focus in a startup because most have limited resources and time compared to large, established firms. However, most startups also need to demonstrate flexibility—in strategy, business models, and technology. Startups often get the product strategy and the business model wrong the first time around. Even with multiple chances, they often get the second and third times wrong as well. So both focus and flexibility, which seem contradictory, are often critical to success. The right formula is likely to emerge only over time, through trial and error, rather than through deliberate planning in advance. Startups need to focus their resources on a particular approach, but then be prepared to change course or “pivot” quickly if the initial strategy is not working. To gauge strategic flexibility, investors should talk to the founders and the management team about different options. Have they thought about what else they could do with the technology and the skills they are cultivating? For a software startup, a potential investor might also ask how tightly the code is tied to a particular hardware or software platform, and how general-purpose the functionality of the code is.

8. Potential for a Large Investor Payoff

A startup wanting more than “angel investors” or “bootstrapping” with the help of friends and family should offer good prospects to professional investors for a significant payoff within a time frame that is typically no more than seven years. Venture capitalists often look for >20% annual returns on their portfolios, so they are looking for big winners. Not surprisingly, they tend to give most of their money to the better startups, which often do not need money to survive but need investment to get big fast. It is impossible to know in advance which firms will succeed, but the eight points discussed in this column form a framework to inform this murky question of potential investor payoff. For many venture capital firms, the market opportunity has to be large enough for the startup to become worth at least $100 million. The business model must demonstrate how to scale up sales while maintaining some advantage over the competition. Scaling can be relatively easy (for example, for a packaged software product company, although competition is fierce), relatively difficult (for example, a SaaS company that needs many customers paying those small monthly fees), or extremely hard (for example, a professional services company that is costly and time-consuming to grow because it must hire and train so many people). Automated horizontal services delivered via the Internet, (for example, Google, LinkedIn, Facebook, Pandora Radio, Spotify, FourSquare) can scale quickly because of platform dynamics and network effects (see “The Evolution of Platform Thinking,” Communications, Jan. 2010). Still, there are no guarantees these firms will build a profitable business or go public. Nonetheless, a large payoff might still come from another “liquidity event” in addition to an IPO such as selling out to a larger firm. We can estimate the potential value of such deals by using the recent sale prices of comparable startups or the market values for comparable firms that are publicly traded.

Conclusion

Of course, success and failure are easy to explain in retrospect but difficult to predict in advance. Potential investors must therefore ask, with each of the eight points mentioned here: What can I know and how early can I know it? Would-be entrepreneurs also should think carefully about the items on this list. Unforeseeable factors such as chance events and timing affect all firms. But those startups that can objectively evaluate their potential and improve their weaknesses should be able to increase the possibility of their success.
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